
Good Afternoon Inglewood Families, 

Students seem to be settling into the Rhythm of school quite well.  A few items for you: 

Laptop Roll Out 9-11-2017 (SV) 

A laptop will be checked out to all students that turn in their, parent signed, Laptop Agreement 

Form to their LA/SS teacher by Monday 9-11-2017.  Students were given the Laptop Agreement 

Form today in their 5th period class.  CLICK HERE to print a new one. 

Curriculum Night 9-12-2017 (SV) 

Meet your child’s teachers on 9-12-2017.  IMS will host a curriculum night starting at 

7pm.  More info to follow in the long version. 

Sports /athletics sign-ups Thursday 9-7-2017 Deadline (SV no long version) 

If your child wants to play sports this fall, please sign-up before end of business 9-7-

2017.  CLICK HERE for additional information. 

Afternoon Pickup Tip (SV) 

Consider waiting for your child in the front parking lot.  There is a designated curbside pick-up 

area in the front parking lot.  Starting 9/7/2017 we will have folding signs up designating this.  If 

20 drivers used this area, we would not ever block traffic on NE 8th.  

Text Books – What the HECK is the plan?!?! (SV) 

Most of our textbooks are online, so we do not automatically give every child a hard copy.  We 

do NOT want kids carrying textbooks in their backpacks.  Students can check-out textbooks 

from the library to keep at home.  Exception - Math workbooks. 

Long Versions 

Laptop Roll Out 9-11-2017 (LV) 

At Inglewood every student has a laptop checked out to them after parents sign the laptop 

agreement form.  6th graders get a new laptop.  7th graders get the laptop that they had last school 

year.  If you have a child that entered IMS as a 7th or 8th grader they will get the model laptop 

that corresponds with their same grade level peers.  We share this plan with students to 

encourage them to care for their laptop.  They will have this device for 3 school years, so it pays 

to care for it. 

We have had a group of volunteer students we call “Knight Ops” check-out their computer 

early.  This group of students worked through several checklists both at school and at home.  At 

this time we believe that all the computers are working well and ready for general distribution.  If 
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your child does have a problem with their computer there is technical support available in the 

library. 

If a child’s computer breaks during the school year and needs to be sent out for repair, we have 

loaners ready for use. 

Curriculum Night- LV 

Curriculum Night will be on Tuesday September 12th, and starts at 7pm.  Parents should report to 

their child’s first period class.  On Monday September 11th we will distribute schedules to 

students who will dutifully deliver them to their parents on Monday evening - “kid mail”.  On the 

outside chance that an extra copy of your child’s schedule is needed, we will have them on-site 

as well.  Finally – You could use parent access to print a copy of your child’s Bell Schedule 

before coming to IMS. 

Hint: Come early.  Car Pool.  Traffic is always a bear.  Early bird gets the parking space.  Dress 

for a hot day, even if it is cool outside - trust me. 

If you have more than one student at IMS you will need to decide which classes you would like 
to attend.  Sometimes parents divide and conquer.  Unlike elementary school most teachers at 
Inglewood teach more than one grade level and students have up to 6 teachers.  When you add 
that secondary schools are assigned a single curriculum night, it is impossible to build a schedule 
that allows for every parent with multiple IMS students to see each one of their child’s teachers.   

Pick Up Tip – LV 

I have been observing the afternoon pick-up for the past two days.  I have several observations 

and goals.  One of the goals is to eliminate traffic back-ups on NE 8th.  This is a goal because 

frustrated drivers sometime break the rules, and this is a recipe for an child/car accident.  To do 

your part consider waiting for your child in the front parking lot.  Today 9-6-2017 only a few 

vehilces were left waiting on NE 8th.  If 20 more vehicles waited in the front parking lot, all of 

our pick-up traffic would make it on to Inglewood’s campus. 

Also – please consider carpooling.  Every car we take off the campus at pick-up is helpful. 

Text Books – What the HECK is the plan?!?! (LV) 

Inglewood does not have student lockers.  This means that students carry most of their materials 

from classroom to classroom.  In order to limit backpack weight, we provide every classroom 

with enough books for every child.  These books stay in the classroom.  

We then provide a laptop for students to access the online versions of textbooks from home.  If 

this is not functional for them students may check a “real” textbook out from the library, due at 

the end of the course.  This text book should stay home.  In this way kids have the texts they 

need, when they need them without carrying around a 6-lbs Algebra book. 

Enjoy the smoke as much as you can – stay healthy, 



Tim 

 


